
Innovating Higher Education through PBL and PjBL: 
The Republic Polytechnic Experience

3rd November 2019
Keynote Address

1st GCC-MENA Problem-Based, Project-Based 
Learning Conference

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MENA: Middle East and North Africa regionGCC: Gulf Cooperation Countries: Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Bahrain, and Oman.  Note: Don’t use middle east (Eurocentric term) – Audience may be offendedConference Theme: " Accomplishing Innovation in Higher Education to Answer the Problems of Tomorrow: Problem and Project-based Learning in Focus".
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Global studies have pointed to the importance of developing complex problem-solving skills and cognitive abilities in our students to prepare them for the future.Complex problem solving, critical, and analytic thinking feature prominently in the top 10 skills in the Future of Jobs Report 2018 by World Economic Forum. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Global studies have pointed to the importance of developing complex problem-solving skills and cognitive abilities in our students to prepare them for the future.Complex problem solving, critical thinking and creativity have been identified as the top 2 skills in 2020 by World Economic Forum. 
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Vision

We nurture individuals to prepare them
for a dynamic world in partnership with
stakeholders, leveraging
problem-based learning.

Mission

An educational institution of choice for
nurturing innovative, entrepreneurial
and cultured professionals.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PBL and PjBL @ RPPolytechnics were set up with the mission to train professionals to support the technological and economic development of Singapore. Reflecting the wide range of abilities, aptitudes and interests of their students, RP seeks to train students with relevant and specific skills for the workplace to give Singapore a competitive edge as we move into a knowledge-based economy. Today, RP graduates are valued as practice-oriented and knowledgeable professionals, much sought after by industry.RP is also a significant provider of continuing education and post employment professional development programmes and services.



DISCOVER.TRANSFORM.ACHIEVE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PBL and PjBL in RPMake discover, transform achieve bigger and in green
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Presentation Notes
Input OutputDrop specializationGeneralDisciplineIndustry and Projects



Graduate Outcomes
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ve 
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INNOVATIVE 
PROFESSIONALS 

INTEGRATIVE
PROBLEM SOLVERS

PASSIONATE GLOBAL
CITIZENS WITH GOOD 
CHARACTER

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At RP, we are committed to achieving the desired outcome of nurturing the RP graduate to become innovative professionals, integrative problem-solvers and passionate global citizens with good character.  With the programmes that were put together by the respective departments, our Students are indeed acculturated to be part of a professional body that is truly Industry Ready, Innovation Ready, International Ready.In order to do that, we use what we call the SHIP approach to PBL in RP



Partnering Our Students in Lifelong Learning 

1

2

3

4

5

6Industry Ready
Industry Immersion 

Programmes & 
Professional 
Certifications

Innovation Ready
Entrepreneurial 

Immersion 
Programmes International 

Ready
Overseas Internships

Job Placements
Education and Career 

Guidance Work Study 
Programmes

Conversion 
Programmes

Alumni Skills 
Advancement 
Programme

Pre-Employment Training Continuing Education and 
Training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Break up PET and CETPre Employment Training (1-4)Lifelong Learning (5-6)To see learning as a lifelong journey rather than see PET-CET as a binary



Think Back

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To illustrate the point on the importance of At this point in time ask audience to think back about the time they were in school and if they were explicitly taught how to think.Show of hands to see how many there areAssumption: Most were taught what to think rather than how to think�



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fill up the slide with picHow to think vs What to think Teaching students how to think involves students in the process of their own learningInstead of just telling them to memorise the right answers, we're asking them to engage their own minds, their own awareness by questioning things around them, attaining understanding not just knowledgeThe involvement of students and engagement with their learning is so important because it keeps a spark of curiosity alive that so often dies when they start resenting the kind of only-one-right answer didactic natureWhen you alight that curiosity, you no longer have to push knowledge on to kids because they actually want to understand.There's no need for carrots and sticks to force learning because they become self-powered, nerdy little, curiosity machines.As a result of that, they are able to think entirely on their own merits.How do we realise that? PBL and PjBL



• Social 
Constructivist

• Promotes Deep 
Learning

• Fosters Self-
Directedness

RP Problem-Based 
Learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PBL is a Student-centric pedagogical strategy to help graduates assimilate self-directed, collaborative and deep learning It is based on theory of social constructivism In considering the characteristics of PBL, the following should be defining or key characteristics of the approach, rather than features that are present occasionally in the lesson: a. A problem is used to trigger learning of new knowledge and skills. b. Students work in collaborative small groups in the process of learning. c. The main role of a teacher is a facilitator of students’ learning. d. Students are given the opportunity to construct their own knowledge with the assistance of a facilitator and other suitable scaffolds. e. Students are given the opportunity to undergo individual self-directed learning. f. Students have an opportunity to present/submit their findings/solution. g. Students reflect not just upon what they learn but how they went about learning. h. Student learning outcomes include: i. Acquisition of knowledge and skills through solving and/or responding to a problem. ii. Ability to apply knowledge and skills to real world contexts. iii. A greater capacity to continue to learn demonstrated by the abilities such as being able to work effectively with others, derive solutions and think critically. 



Problem-Based Learning in RP (SHIP)
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PROBLEM SOLVING
Constructivist approach
Facilitated, Self-directed

Real-world

INDUSTRY RELEVANCE
Regular engagement with industry

Joint projects wiith experts
Benchmarking

STUDENT-CENTRIC ENVIRONMENT
Collaborative learning
Small class 
Small communities of learners 

HOLISTIC ASSESSMENT
Multiple indicators of learning
Formative and Summative 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some examples include portfolios, laboratory assignments, field reports, industry projects, quizzes, reflection journals, discussion forms, seminars, and presentations.



Problem Exploration Resolution Reflection

prior learning
critical thinking
problem solving

collaborative 
facilitated,
self-directed
research

presentation
consolidation

Identify gaps
Improve learning

facilitator
guide

summary
close gaps

assess
give feedback

PBL@RP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Drop orange and blue iconsDrop level 3 (red words)Initial Problem AnalysisStudents discuss problem and activate prior knowledge in small group with facilitatorScaffoldingStudents work on learning gaps and goals identifiedStudents use scaffolding to  help them learn, close gapsStudents draft solution to problemResolutionStudents explain and justify solution to problemStudents reflect on learning process and articulate key learning points



Sample Problem Trigger

?

Singapore is facing an ageing population. By 2030, 28% of its population 
will be above 65 years old (UN 2017 World Population Ageing report).

Amid the challenges of an ageing population, tremendous opportunities 
come with increasing longevity. What does it take for Singapore to be a 
home for all ages, a place where we can grow old with confidence? 

Address this issue of an ageing population as Singapore’s next generation
of leaders to ensure Singapore sustains itself as a nation for 50 more years.



• Industry 
Collaboration

• Innovation-Driven • Community-Focused

RP Project-Based 
Learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PBL is a Student-centric pedagogical strategy to help graduates assimilate self-directed, collaborative and deep learning It is based on theory of social constructivism In considering the characteristics of PBL, the following should be defining or key characteristics of the approach, rather than features that are present occasionally in the lesson: a. A problem is used to trigger learning of new knowledge and skills. b. Students work in collaborative small groups in the process of learning. c. The main role of a teacher is a facilitator of students’ learning. d. Students are given the opportunity to construct their own knowledge with the assistance of a facilitator and other suitable scaffolds. e. Students are given the opportunity to undergo individual self-directed learning. f. Students have an opportunity to present/submit their findings/solution. g. Students reflect not just upon what they learn but how they went about learning. h. Student learning outcomes include: i. Acquisition of knowledge and skills through solving and/or responding to a problem. ii. Ability to apply knowledge and skills to real world contexts. iii. A greater capacity to continue to learn demonstrated by the abilities such as being able to work effectively with others, derive solutions and think critically. 



Case Study 1

How do we help fight diabetes 
through helping citizens to locate 

healthier food options and exercise 
programmes near them?

Battling Diabetes
How do we encourage citizens to 

lead an active and healthy lifestyle 
without being physically there? 

Design Challenges
Cost-effective approach that 
considers current lifestyles of 

citizens and makes use of existing 
infrastructure

Solution



A GLANCE AT OUR FINAL YEAR PROJECT



Video Development
Total of 16 videos  
in 37 locations.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This location-based app (Spotti Singapore in Apps Store) aims to fight diabetes by enabling users to locate healthier food options and exercise programmes near them while supplemented by exercise video demonstrations.��SPOTTI is the creation of an interdisciplinary Final-Year Project (FYP) involving students from School of Applied Science (SAS), School of Infocomm (SOI), School of Management and Communication (SMC) and SHL students. Taking two semesters to create, this FYP is an industry collaboration with Teck Ghee Constituency in which most of the exercise videos were filmed.



Case Study 2

Creating authentic learning 
experiences through service 

learning

Design Thinking in Engineering
Educating the seniors to leverage 
technology in improving their daily 

lives

Design Challenges
Integrating service learning, 

blended learning and partnering 
with government agencies and 

welfare organisations

Solution



Singapore Sports Museum
National Silver Academy
National Library Board

Integrating Service-Learning into 
an Engineering Module for 900 students

Republic Polytechnic 
Staff and students conduct 
service-learning activities 
for beneficiaries at VWO’s 

and Partner’s sites

Partners
Worked with RP to teach 

seniors about how 
technology can improve 

their daily lives with 
seniors (e.g. borrowing 
of library books using 
self-checkout kiosks)

Woodlands Care Corner Seniors Activity Centre
Orange Valley Seniors Activity Centre

Fei Yue Retirees Centre
Pacific ActivityCentre

Sun Love Marsiling
Beneficiaries

Share users’ experience 
via interviews with students 

and 
provide feedback to 
students’ prototypes.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Integrating service learning into curriculum 900 students



Collaboration with Government Agencies

Slide 24

Community Outreach
Provided a platform for partners
to reach out to the seniors in the
community and expose them to
digital services, which is in-line
with the Smart Nation initiatives.

Tampines Regional Library
National Silver Academy Talk

at Chinatown Library Singapore Sports Museum



Benefits to Students

• Opportunities to 
Serve the           
Community

• Learning through 
Authentic                     
Experiences

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Community Serving   OpportunitiesThrough personal interactions, students understood more about the daily needs of beneficiaries, which helped in the ideation of their prototype design.Better Learning ExperienceStudents were provided more time and space to acquire deeper knowledge through active exploration of real-life challenges and problems through blended learning and service-learning



Value-Add to Beneficiaries

Keeping Up with 
Technology

• Usage of mobile       
phones

• Using technology to 
improve daily lives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keeping up with TechnologiesBeneficiaries got to experience 1-to-1 hands-on workshops such as the usage of mobile phone and personally experience how traditional communities may evolve with technologies. 



Over 1,900 companies are actively   
engaged with RP through various modes of 
collaboration 
… of which 40% are Small and                 
Medium Enterprises.

To further deepen our integration and relevance 
with industry, we actively maintain:
• 200 MOU partnerships
• 22 joint labs

Industry Engagement

24

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Spell out SMEs



Engaging Industry in Technologies/Innovations

55 licensing 
agreements 

83% of the Student Projects 
are in collaboration with Indu
stry.

22 joint labs with industry

Regular knowledge sharing 
platforms with industry eg.
Conferences, seminars and 
exhibitions

• 28 R&D projects; $4.34M 
awarded by Funding Agencies 
(2016 – 2018)

• 80% of projects in collaboration 
with industry 

385 projects; total project value 
of $2.6M (2016 – 2018)

25

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are different approaches to working with industry. The mode of engagements are as follows: Training and Project ImplementationConsultancy ServicesTechnology TransferIndustry-linked Student ProjectsJoint LabsIndustry Outreach EventsR&D Collaboration Projects Mode of Engagement with IndustryTraining and Project ImplementationThe list of “go” programmes which include facilitation of project implementation is as follows: goRPAgoLEANplease check with ACE what are the new upcoming “go” programmes.  RP provides training to companies and also facilitates project implementation to develop capabilities of local enterprises and improve their business operation.  Consultancy ServicesCompanies engage RP to provide consultancy services.All consultancy projects are paid by the companies.The nature of the consultancy projects are as follows:Warehouse Operation ReviewLogistics Operation ReviewRobot Deployment Feasibility StudyCustomer Satisfaction and Market SurveyHousekeeping Operations ReviewEvaluate the Nutritional Value of FoodProduct DevelopmentIndustry recognise RP’s expertise and engage us. Our repeat customers are as follows: Sim Solutions Pte Ltd (Warehouse Excellence Study ($20K), licensing of urban dynamic routing algorithm and cloud logistics ($18K), business process improvement ($6K) etc) iHub Solutions Pte Ltd (Customisation of Cloud Logistics software, $25K and licensing of Cloud Logistics software, $6K and goRPA)Keppel Logistics (Licensing of cloud logistics tracking, $40K and Warehouse Concept Planning, $17K)Thales (warehouse logistics operation, $43K and proof of concept work on remote sensing and data collection with IoT in MRO Operations, $5k) There are also some consultancy projects which involved students.  Technology TransferLicensing of IPs to companiesAll licensing fees are paid by the companiesGenerate new product/services arising from IP translated. Industry-linked Student ProjectsFinal year projects or industry projects completed by students with companies. FYPs are mostly funded by RPIndustry projects are funded by the companiesThe students worked with the lecturers to develop solutions for business issues identified by the industry partners.These experiences helped students work on real life problems and at the same time build their industry portfolio. Many of which were translated and adopted by the industry partners.  Some of the examples are as follows:Assignment of recipe/formulation for preparation of a fibre-rich durian smoothie to SC Brands Pte Ltd ($1,500)Licensed the Project Management Board Game to Knowledge Method to incorporate as part of training programs to enrich the learning experience of the participants ($500)  Joint LabsSet-up of Joint labs with companies toKeep staff and students abreast with technology and industry trendsEnrich students learning   Industry Outreach EventsOrganise or participate industry events to promote:RP’s Tech offersRP’s Capabilities Using RIE2020, Decentralised Funding from MOE to support the industry outreach events. R&D Collaboration ProjectsCollaborate R&D projects with Industry supported by external funding agencies. On-going collaboration in R&D projects with more than 15 local enterprises. Examples:Secured over $1 million project funding from NEA/MND. To convert solid waste bottom ash into green aggregatesSecured $80,000 project funding from National Transport Workers Union supported by LTA. A study aimed at improving the work conditions of bus drivers in Singapore.   30% of these R&D projects are done by schools from various disciplines collaboratively to provide integrative multi-disciplinary solutions to local enterprises.  For example, 2 schools (School of Applied Science and School of Engineering) collaborated to secure NEA/MND project funding in “A Scalable and Sustainable Process for Transforming Incineration Bottom Ash into Green Aggregates to Significantly Reduce Semakau Landfill Waste Handling”  



2019 Success Stories of Republic Poly

Keefe Lau, RP alumnus, the 
first  polytechnic student to 
be awarded the prestigious       
Singapore Armed Forces           
Scholarship
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of

Power 



3 Mindsets to Being Future-Ready
Be curious and open-minded
Believing in yourself, that you can reinvent yourself

Risk-Taking
Learning new things and be prepared to experience failure

Collaboration
Connecting and collaborating with others, across cultures and 
countries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Individual perspective:1st Mindset: Believing in yourself, that you can reinvent yourself, can be relevant and can adapt to the changes around you, regardless your age2nd Mindset: Comfortable being uncomfortable, mindset that prepared to take some risks, to learn new things and be prepared to experience failure at certain times and to have this inner resilience to bounce back from failure3rd Mindset: Connecting and collaborating with others, in the new world, you can't work in silos, you have to connect with colleagues in your own division, in other divisions, across functions, across countries, across cultures, 



Industry

National 
Agencies

Educational 
Institutions



Policy

PracticeResearch



visit: www.rp.edu.sg/symposium/registration.

6th International PBL Symposium
25-27 March 2020
@Republic Polytechnic, Singapore

http://www.rp.edu.sg/symposium/registration


Presenter
Presentation Notes
PBL and PjBL @ RPPolytechnics were set up with the mission to train professionals to support the technological and economic development of Singapore. Reflecting the wide range of abilities, aptitudes and interests of their students, RP seeks to train students with relevant and specific skills for the workplace to give Singapore a competitive edge as we move into a knowledge-based economy. Today, RP graduates are valued as practice-oriented and knowledgeable professionals, much sought after by industry.RP is also a significant provider of continuing education and post employment professional development programmes and services.
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